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CATS OF CLAWHILL

TREETOP CAT RESCUE

8 x 30 / 2007 / ID: 125331

10 x 30 / 2014 / ID: 147721

Discover everything you need to know about
your feline friend in Cats 101. In this fun
crash course, learn about various breeds,
genetic history and quirky cat facts.

From spastic cats that break up
relationships to violent felines that put
their owners in the hospital, cat
behaviorist Jackson Galaxy has seen it all.
Follow Jackson as he brings his unique
understanding of cats to desperate
families on the verge of giving up on their
furry companions.

DANIEL AND OUR CATS
1 x 60 / 2006 / ID: 21375

Catherine, 30, a beautiful French woman,
arrived in Namibia in search of the big
African cats. In the midst of the desert she
married the 'lion man', Daniel, and lived an
unusual and idyllic life in the remote
Namibian hills with two leopards and a blackmaned lion. One fateful night everything she
loved was snatched away from her - Daniel
was imprisoned, the cats taken to a secret
location. When Daniel was released, they
started a new life in South Africa with a baby
lion cub, whilst still battling for their other
cats. Then tragedy hit them all. In this
special, Catherine tells us her personal true
story of love, loss and healing.
TREE HOUSE CATS
1 x 30 / 2007 / ID: 122432

"Tree House Cats" follows the work and lives
of three young people in Chicago who are
dedicated to the cause of helping abused,
injured and abandoned cats. Chelsea Wells,
Ollie Davidson and Jamie Christiano have
found their calling at Tree House Animal
Foundation, a cageless no-kill shelter that
rescues and finds homes for over 600 cats
every year. This is a show for all animal
lovers, as we discover what it takes to give
round-the-clock care to tiny orphaned
kittens, to rescue abused cats in need of
emergency surgery and loving rehabilitation,
and to find the perfect home for each
distinctive feline personality.

ALASKA DOGS
1 x 60 / 2009 / ID: 128001

Dogs are crucial to life in Alaska; whether
hauling goods across treacherous terrain,
rescuing people buried by avalanches or
racing across vast distances, these loyal
companions have proven themselves
integral to survival in this frozen frontier.
Explore the variety of Alaskan breeds, and
the colourful characters who rely on them.
CELL DOGS
13 x 60 / 2003 / ID: 105442

Share inmates' experience of being in a
dog training program. From meeting a
new puppy, taking them through training,
and ultimately saying goodbye when the
dog is ready for adoption, this is an
emotional, challenging experience for the
inmates. Dog programs are starting in
prisons all over the country. They've been
incredibly successful, both in reducing
inmate violence, and generating skills and
a sense of purpose for people who've had
few other chances to succeed.
DOG CASTLE
10 x 30 / 2008 / ID: 125478

The Japanese love for companion animals
is exceptional. With a population of 126
million, Japan has more than 8 million pet
cats and 12.5 million dogs – more pets
than children under the age of 12. In each
episode of "Dog Castle", see an
entertaining and insightful portrait of
Japan's most loved pets and the people
who devote their every waking moment to
them.
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CATS 101

MY CAT FROM HELL

14 x 60 / 2008-2012 / ID: 126587

Series 1-6: 63 x 60 / 2009-2013 / ID: 129796, 134461,
136127, 137909, 142078, 146436

Discover everything you need to know about
your feline friend in Cats 101. In this fun
crash course, learn about various breeds,
genetic history and quirky cat facts.
DOGS 101
29 x 60 / 2008-2012 / ID: 124100

Dogs 101 is a visual encyclopedia of dog
breeds celebrating a variety
of fascinating facts surrounding man’s best
friend. With over 800 types of dogs
recognized worldwide, the spotlight will fall
on the adorable, the feisty and the
unexpected.
PETS 101
4 x 60 / 2010-2011 / ID: 130249

The pet world is not just about cats and
dogs. Millions of homes welcome a
menagerie of furry, feathery, scaly critters in
as pets. These love bundles are a quirky mix
of warm and fuzzy, chatty and elegant,
inquisitive and cuddly. Some lounge around
the house, some stay cool in the pool, still
others spin the days away on
the exercise wheel in their cage.
MUST LOVE CATS
12 x 60 / 2011-2012 / ID: 129800, 135180

Must Love Cats is a celebration of fascinating
felines and the fascinating people who love
them. From felines that saved their owners’
lives to swanky cat-only hotels, the series
spans the realm of all things “cat.” It offers a
smorgasbord of amazing feline stories, jampacked with interesting factoids and trivia
bits.

From spastic cats that break up
relationships to violent felines that put
their owners in the hospital, cat
behaviorist Jackson Galaxy has seen it all.
Follow Jackson as he brings his unique
understanding of cats to desperate
families on the verge of giving up on their
furry companions.
BAD DOG!
12 x 60 / 2011 / ID: 129801

Dogs can be bad. They can turn a $1,000
sofa into a chew toy, steal an entire
Thanksgiving turkey (and get the carcass
stuck on their heads) and may even get
too amorous with Aunt Betty. And lucky
for us, it’s all caught on tape!
HELP! I’M BECOMING A CAT LADY!
1 x 60 / 2010 / ID: 134104

Everyone knows an overly obsessed cat
owner who prefers a quiet
night at home with her pets to a night on
the town. Follow lifestyle
and dating coach Alyson Mischel as she
motivates cat ladies to get off the couch
through confidence-building exercises and
makeovers. Alyson digs deep to inspire
real change in women teetering on the
edge of total seclusion.
DOGS VS CATS
1 x 60 / 2009 / ID: 128415

With witty banter, science factoids and
pet-owning tips, Dogs vs. Cats
is LOTS of pet-loving fun. Join the debate
over which domesticated house pet reigns
supreme. From biology to pop culture, we
select the best “evidence” that highlights
the worst, the extreme, the whacky and
the cuddly. Whatever it takes to prove,
once and for all, which pet is superior!
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